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Specification: Fully assembled unit with aluminium locker body and wood veneer door, supplied in a
variety of height, width and depth combinations. Multiple lock options available.
Application: Suitable for use in dry areas and can be situated in a variety of layouts, such as to a back
wall, as a free-standing unit, back to back in an island configuration, or fitted into a recess.
Can sit directly on to a pre-installed plinth by others, or a plywood plinth can be provided to suit. The
plinth can be finished with a horizontal fascia panel, or alternatively tiling/vinyl by others. Lockers can be
fixed to a back wall to give a floating appearance. Integral bench seating can be supplied to supplement
the layout.
Configuration: Lockers are supplied in multiple configurations from 1 to 6 tiers and are also available as
2 tier Z lockers.
Standard locker height excluding plinth is 1800mm, but can be supplied from 900mm to 2000mm as
required. Lockers are available in a standard width of 300mm and depth of 450mm, complete with
injection moulded, chlorine-resistant polypropylene base, top and shelves. Units can be supplied at a
bespoke width and depth, by incorporating aluminium base, top and shelves. A vertical fascia panel to
allow scribing to a wall or to provide a fitted appearance can be supplied in a matching finish.
Body: 1mm mill finished aluminium sheet body with a radius to the internal corners to reduce dirt traps
and pre-drilled holes for site fixing. Continuous spring loaded hinges locate into extruded aluminium
profiles. Where layout results in an exposed end, a return panel can be supplied in a finish to match the
doors.
Door: 11mm finished thickness, consisting of 9mm plywood core, edged all round and then faced both
sides in wood veneer.
Fascia/Return end: Where requested, 11mm finished thickness, consisting of 9mm plywood core, edged
all round and then faced both sides in wood veneer.
Fittings: Anodised aluminium studs on the outer face of the door, through-fixed into the continuous
hinges for added strength, using stainless steel screws. As a standard, lockers are supplied with either
hasp & clasp or cam locks. Alternatives are coin operated, card operated or digital locks. Cam, coin
operated and card operated locks are supplied with two keys and a tag, which can be numbered. Flexible
PVC straps can be supplied. With the exception of digital locks, an anodised aluminium faceplate is
provided, which also can be numbered. All lockers over 900mm high are supplied with a nylon coat hook.
Finishes
Body: 1mm mill finished aluminium.
Door: 1mm wood veneer from our standard range.

